# Business Postpaid 800

## Additions
- 2 Multi-SIMs for a monthly fee of SR 25 for each SIM

## Exclusions
- Numbers starting with 9200/800 (On or Off Net)
  - 0.30 SAR/min
- Short numbers 3 to 6 digits (0.30 SAR/min)
- 700 Numbers min cost based on the number followed by 700
- Calls to 905 (2 SAR/Call)

## Commitments
- -

## Volume
- 10GB/Day

## Fair Use limit
- 1 MB/sec  
  - Internet speed after exceeding original limit

## Unit Price
- **Voice Calls**
  - For every 30 seconds
    - 30 seconds or less = 30 seconds

- **Data**
  - For every 100 KB
    - 100 KB or less = 100 KB

---

**Additions:** More advantages on advanced services in the package.

**Exclusions:** Excluded services from the package.

**Commitments:** Customer’s commitment to package over specific periods in exchange for services and products.

**Fair Use Limit:** Daily data limits (GB) when exceeded speed will decrease as mention in speed box.

**Unit Price:** Mechanism that calculates the customer’s voice calls and data.